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also, in many cases of out-of-print books, supplied estimated secondhand prices
Wble some of the French prices have been supplied from this same source, others
have been taken from the volumes ot the Libimne pan^aisct 1930-33 In the case
of annuals or periodicals, the price of the latest volume only is given In the mam
the inclusion of new titles and editions goes to the latter part of 1934 A vciv few
1935 publications have been included, but this has been done very spanngly and in
the main only under two sets of conditions (1) where a work in progress for
some time has been completed in 1935, eg, Encyclopaedia of the social sciences,
or, (2) where the issue of a new edition 01 new volume has matenally changed the
record or description of the work as it existed in 1934, c q , the Readers' Guide
where the new three-year cumulation supersedes the preceding annual volumes,
or the National cyclopedia of American biography where the new index to volumes
1-23 supersedes the corresponding part of the Index and Conspectus for the in st
13 volumes Since the manuscript for the Guide had to be completed early m 1935
the inclusion of many items for that year was impossible and the full recoid for
the year will have to wait for the first annual supplement
Forms of entry follow Library of Congress practice in most cases where printed
L C cards have been available, though occasional changes have been made, usually
in the direction of economy of printing Such changes have been m.unly in some
shortening of titles, in the shortening and simplification of imprint and collation,
and m the combination, whenever feasible, of entries for supplements with the
entry for the basic work As in earlier editions, D C class numbers have been
given for main entries, except that, again in the interests of economy of space, the
class number is omitted when it Is the same as the class number of the first entry
in its subdivision and when, if given, it would necessitate another line of type
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